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The genetic aspects of AAT deficiency and the variable
manifestations of lung disease in PI Z individuals are
reviewed. The role of modifying genetic factors which may
interact with environmental factors (such as cigarette
smoking) is discussed, and directions for future research
are presented.
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T
he susceptibility to develop chronic obstruc-
tive pulmonary disease (COPD) results from
a combination of genetic and environmental

factors. The most important environmental risk
factor for COPD is cigarette smoking, but
individuals vary in their susceptibility to the
effects of cigarette smoke and only a minority of
smokers will develop COPD. Severe a1-antitryp-
sin (AAT) deficiency is a proven genetic risk
factor for COPD.1 However, this genetic predis-
position is present in only 1–2% of COPD
patients, suggesting that most COPD in the
general population probably represents a com-
plex genetic disease with multiple genetic and
environmental contributions. Even in individuals
with severe AAT deficiency, the development and
manifestations of COPD are highly variable,
which suggests that modifier genes, environ-
mental exposures, and gene 6 environment
interactions may be relevant to disease expres-
sion. Because of the potential role of modifier
genes in COPD associated with AAT deficiency,
AAT deficiency provides a useful paradigm for
understanding genetic and environmental
effects, and their interactions in more common
forms of COPD.

This review will focus on the genetic aspects of
AAT deficiency and the variable manifestations
of lung disease in PI Z individuals. The risk of
lung disease in heterozygous individuals will also
be discussed, as will directions for future
research.

COMPLEX TRAIT PARADIGM: LESSONS
FROM OTHER MENDELIAN DISEASES
Most monogenic or ‘‘Mendelian’’ diseases—
classically considered in a one gene-one disease
framework—probably have some characteristics
of complex diseases. Complex diseases like COPD
are typically influenced by multiple genetic and
environmental determinants. A classic example
of a monogenic disease is sickle cell anaemia.
Individuals with sickle cell anaemia are homo-
zygous for a single base pair alteration in the b

globin locus which results in haemoglobin S.
This mutant haemoglobin assumes a sickle shape
when deoxygenated, causing an array of clinical
consequences. However, affected individuals
vary widely in disease severity. One known
genetic modifier of sickle cell disease is heredi-
tary persistence of fetal haemoglobin in which
continued production of Hb F impairs sickling
and limits disease severity.

In pulmonary medicine, cystic fibrosis and
AAT deficiency—classic monogenic disorders
that display marked variability in disease sus-
ceptibility—demonstrate elements of genetic
complexity. In severe AAT deficiency the Z
mutation leads to low serum protein levels, but
PI Z individuals vary markedly in lung and liver
disease development and severity. The altered
AAT protein is the product of a single gene, but
the disease phenotype is probably a result of
many genes. Genetic modifiers of lung disease in
AAT deficient individuals may also provide
insight into COPD unrelated to AAT deficiency.

CHARACTERISATION OF THE GENE FOR
AAT DEFICIENCY
The identification of the association between
AAT deficiency and pulmonary emphysema was
an important contribution to the protease-anti-
protease hypothesis for emphysema. Eriksson
and colleagues showed that AAT deficiency
followed a Mendelian pattern of inheritance,
supporting a major gene effect.2 Determination
of the effects of genetic alterations on protein
structure has since provided an understanding of
differential disease manifestations associated
with deficient versus dysfunctional AAT protein
types. The AAT protein is encoded by the
protease inhibitor (PI) locus located on chromo-
some 14q32.1,3–7 and the gene for AAT has been
cloned and sequenced.8 9 The PI gene is 12.2 kb
in length with seven exons and six introns; the
protein encoded includes 394 amino acids with
the active site of the enzyme inhibitor at
methionine 358. Leucocyte elastase, a neutrophil
enzyme associated with elastin degradation and
lung tissue injury and destruction, is bound to
this active site and permanently inactivated.

PI variants
The PI locus is highly polymorphic with approxi-
mately 123 single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) listed in public SNP databases (accessed
by SNPper at http://innateimmunity.net on 30
July 2003).10 Differences in speed of migration of
different protein variants on gel electrophoresis
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have been used to identify the PI phenotype, and these
differences in migration relate to variations in protein charge
resulting from amino acid alterations.11 The M allele results in
a protein with a medium rate of migration; the Z form of the
protein has the slowest rate of migration. Some individuals
inherit null alleles that result in protein levels that are not
detectable, but these alleles are not readily identified using
isoelectric focusing of serum. Individuals with a Z pattern on
serum isoelectric focusing are referred to as phenotype PI Z
(encompassing both PI ZZ and PI Znull genotype variants).

In white ethnic groups the most common alleles are the M
variants with allele frequencies of greater than 0.95 and
normal AAT levels. Many common subtypes of M alleles have
been identified12 but these are all associated with normal
serum AAT levels. The S variant occurs at a frequency of 0.02–
0.03 and is associated with mild reductions in serum AAT
levels. The Z variant, with a frequency of 0.01–0.03 in white
populations, is associated with a severe reduction in serum
AAT levels. Worldwide distributions of the frequencies of the
different alleles have been reviewed in the paper by Luisetti
and Seersholm earlier in this series.13

The protein type observed in serum electrophoresis (for
example, isoelectric focusing or earlier techniques such as
crossed gel immunoelectrophoresis) is referred to as the PI
phenotype. The use of the term phenotype is strictly correct in
that the visualised protein pattern represents the observed
expression of a particular genetic trait. However, ‘‘pheno-
type’’ typically refers to characteristics of disease that are
further removed from genotypic expression than protein
bands on a gel. The inheritance of a PI phenotype follows an
autosomal co-dominant pattern. The PI Z phenotype, as
identified by isoelectric focusing, has been associated with
serum AAT protein levels less than 15% of PI MM levels and
the development of early onset COPD.

AAT PROTEIN DEFICIENCY AND DYSFUNCTION
The pathogenesis of COPD associated with AAT deficiency is
intimately tied to the inhibition of neutrophil elastase, an
enzyme implicated in the development of emphysema.14

Certain alleles of the PI locus result in deficient levels of
AAT. The polymorphic features of the PI locus may lead to
AAT deficiency by abnormalities in gene expression, gene
translation, and intracellular protein processing (see partial
list in table 1). The molecular defect in the Z allele is a
substitution of a lysine for a glutamic acid at position 342 due
to a single base alteration in the gene. The low protein levels
result from polymerisation of the protein within the
hepatocyte endoplasmic reticulum, with subsequent reduc-
tion in serum levels due to intracellular accumulation.15

Polymers of AAT have been described in lung lavage fluid
of PI Z individuals;16 this local polymerisation may also
contribute to reduced proteolytic defences in the lung.

A number of rare null variants have been described which
result from a broad range of molecular mechanisms. For
example, the null variant QOisola di procida is associated with
deletion of most of the coding region, and QOgranite falls is
associated with abnormalities in mRNA splicing due to a
frameshift mutation that leads to no detectable mRNA.17

Other rare null variants cause absent serum protein levels
due to intracellular degradation of protein. In addition to
these null variants, other rare variant alleles exist with
electrophoretic mobility similar to M or S alleles but with very
low serum levels of AAT. These low expressing variants are
associated with several different mechanisms of protein
deficiency. For example, Mheerlen and Mprocida have low serum
AAT levels due to intracellular degradation of protein,18–20

whereas Mmalton and Siiyama are associated with intracellular
accumulation of protein.21–23

With regard to quantitative serum levels of AAT, the PI
genotype is the most important genetic determinant. Martin
and colleagues studied serum AAT levels in 583 individuals
from 114 pedigrees and found that the PI locus was the
primary determinant of serum AAT levels.24 Depending on
the covariates included in the regression modelling,
Silverman et al similarly concluded that PI type accounted
for 72–92% of the variation in serum AAT levels within
families of known PI Z individuals.25 As discussed below,
although most of the variation in PI level is due to the

Table 1 Selected PI variants, cellular defects, and disease association

PI allele Type of mutation Cellular defect Disease association Reference**

Normal alleles
M (various subtypes) Substitution (1 bp) None Normal See text
Xchristchurch Substitution (1 bp) None Normal 60

Deficiency alleles
S Substitution (1 bp) IC degradation Lung See text
Z* Substitution (1 bp) IC accumulation Lung, liver See text
Mmalton Deletion (3 bp) IC accumulation Lung, liver 21
Siiyama Substitution (1 bp) IC accumulation Lung 22, 23
Mheerlen Substitution (1 bp) IC degradation Lung 18, 19
Mprocida Substitution (1 bp) IC degradation Lung 34
Mmineral springs* Substitution (1 bp) IC degradation Lung 33

Null alleles
QOgranite falls Deletion (1 bp) Stop codon; no mRNA Lung 17
QOludwigshafen Substitution (1 bp) No protein Lung, liver 61
QOhongkong 1 Deletion (2 bp) Truncated; IC accumulation Lung 62
QOisola di procida Deletion (17 kbp) Deletion of coding regions;

no mRNA
Lung 20, 63

Dysfunctional alleles
Pittsburgh Substitution (1 bp) Antithrombin 3 activity Bleeding diathesis 29
Mmineral springs* Substitution (1 bp) Defective inhibition of

neutrophil elastase
Lung 33

Z* Substitution (1 bp) Defective inhibition of
neutrophil elastase

Lung, liver See text

IC = intracellular, bp = base pair(s).
*Note that Mmineralsprings and Z have dysfunctional characteristics described based on altered rates of association and inhibition of neutrophil elastase, as well as
deficiency characteristics.
**Reference to one or two reports of disease association in the literature.
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genotype at the PI locus, individuals with similar AAT protein
levels vary widely in their susceptibility to develop lung
disease, probably in part as a result of genetic modifiers.

In addition to serum protein deficiency associated with the
Z allele, it is likely that PI Z individuals have additional
susceptibility due to dysfunction of Z type AAT as an inhibitor
of neutrophil elastase. With regard to its antiprotease activity,
AAT has the highest rate constant of association with
neutrophil elastase.26 Ogushi and colleagues compared the
inhibitory capacity of AAT against neutrophil elastase as well
as the rate constant for neutrophil elastase in 10 PI ZZ
individuals and seven PI M1M1 individuals. They observed
that AAT-elastase complexes of Z type were less stable than
M1 type complexes, and that some of the elastase was
liberated from Z complexes, allowing for continued protease
activity. They also observed that, compared with M1 type
AAT, Z type AAT required twice as long to inhibit neutrophil
elastase. This suggested that PI Z individuals are susceptible
to developing emphysema due to both deficient AAT levels
and dysfunction in the protein.27

In addition to inherited mechanisms of AAT dysfunction,
acquired dysfunction is also probably important in the
pathogenesis of COPD. Even in individuals with normal
serum AAT levels, oxidative inactivation may contribute to
the decline in lung function due to the rendering of AAT
functionally deficient/dysfunctional.28 Variations between
individuals in ‘‘acquired’’ protein dysfunction may provide
clues to the variable susceptibility to cigarette smoke
observed in AAT deficient individuals and in the general
population. Thus, susceptibility of PI Z individuals who
smoke to develop COPD probably relates to a combination
of reduced protein levels due to polymerisation of the
Z protein and reduced secretion, decreased inhibitory
function of each molecule, and inactivation of protease
specific activity with inflammation (probably due to protein
oxidation).

In addition to the dysfunctional aspects associated with the
Z protein, the PI Pittsburgh mutation results in a dysfunc-
tional AAT protein with activity similar to antithrombin.
Lewis et al described the clinical phenotype in one patient (a
bleeding diathesis) and deemed the variant antithrombin
Pittsburgh.29 However, it was noted that this variant had
electrophoretic and antigenic features of AAT. Further
investigation showed a single base pair substitution at amino
acid position 358 of AAT resulting in a critical methionine to
arginine substitution.30 In characterising this dysfunctional
protein, investigators have shown that recombinant
Pittsburgh AAT protein, although bereft of anti-elastase
properties, is a potent inhibitor of plasma kallikrein and
activated factor XII.31 32 PI Pittsburgh is a dramatic example
of protein dysfunction that may result secondary to
mutations in the AAT gene. Another rare example of

protein dysfunction is observed in PI Mmineral springs. This
variant is characterised by a single alteration in codon 67
resulting in the substitution of a glutamic acid for glycine.33

PI Mmineral springs is associated with low secretion of protein
and dysfunctional characteristics that limit the efficacy of
neutrophil elastase inhibition; homozygotes are at increased
risk for emphysema.34

FROM GENE TO PROTEIN TO DISEASE
Adequate levels and normal function of the AAT protein
provide a critical defence against proteolytic stress. Severely
AAT deficient individuals (including PI ZZ, PI Znull, and
PI null-null) are at the highest risk of developing COPD.
PI null-null individuals, who lack any AAT, have rarely been
reported.35 36 With the small number of null-null subjects
identified, it is unclear whether they have an increased risk
for lung disease compared with PI Z individuals. Similarly, it
is not clear whether PI ZZ and PI Znull individuals have
differential risks for lung disease.

The PI phenotype does not distinguish between PI ZZ and
PI Znull individuals; only Z protein is observed. If PI Z
patients are receiving AAT augmentation therapy, the PI
phenotype will appear as PI MZ. If molecular genotyping of
DNA is performed using an approach such as allele specific
hybridisation, the S and Z alleles can be readily determined
but molecular probes for null alleles are not widely available.
Thus, PI Znull and PI MZ individuals will both appear to
have one Z and one non-Z, non-S allele in molecular
genotyping. The combination of a very low AAT serum
protein level with genotyping can suggest a PI Znull rather
than a PI MZ genotype (table 2), although this particular
distinction is readily made by isoelectric focusing.

AAT DEFICIENCY AS A COMPLEX DISEASE: PI Z
INDIVIDUALS AND THE HYPOTHESIS OF MODIFIER
GENES
In the investigation of complex disease genetics, intermediate
phenotypes are component characteristics of disease that
provide a quantitative approach to describe disease varia-
bility. Although PI Z individuals frequently develop airflow
obstruction or COPD at an early age, the characteristics and
severity of the pulmonary disease are variable (box 1),
suggesting the presence of other factors that modify disease
expression. Modifier genes could have a role at any stage of
the disease—from disease development to disease related
mortality—and the understanding of the complexity of COPD
will be enhanced by accurate and standardised phenotypic
descriptions.

Historically, a key intermediate phenotype for COPD has
been the level of forced expiratory volume in 1 second
(FEV1). However, initial disease descriptions relied upon
radiographic and clinical findings suggestive of obstructive

Table 2 Selected phenotype and genotype correlations

Alleles
inherited

Phenotype (e.g.
isoelectric focusing)

Serum level (e.g.
nephelometry)

Molecular genotype*** (e.g.
allele specific hybridisation)

MM M Normal Non-S, non-Z/non-S, non-Z
ZZ Z* Very low ZZ
Znull Z* Very low Z/non-S, non-Z
MZ MZ Intermediate Z/non-S, non-Z
Mnull M Intermediate Non-S, non-Z/non-S, non-Z
SZ SZ** Low SZ

*Appears as PI MZ phenotype on AAT augmentation therapy.
**Appears as PI MSZ phenotype on AAT augmentation therapy, although multiple bands would make accurate
phenotyping difficult.
***Current methods include using allele specific probes by hybridisation or introduction of a restriction enzyme
digestion site that detects S or Z alleles.
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lung disease; three of the five PI Z individuals first described
by Laurell and Eriksson had clinical findings which suggested
COPD.1 In the 40 years since this observation, many series of
PI Z individuals with COPD have been published.37–40

However, most were evaluated for AAT deficiency because
of COPD, and ascertainment bias is an important aspect to
consider when reviewing reports of the natural history of
disease. Silverman et al evaluated 52 PI Z subjects and
observed that 20 of 30 PI Z individuals not ascertained with
COPD (non-index individuals) had FEV1 .65% predicted.
Index PI Z individuals, identified as AAT deficient because
they had COPD, all had reduced FEV1 levels. The variable
natural history of lung disease in non-index individuals leads
to the hypothesis that other modifying factors, potentially
genetic, are relevant to disease expression.

Modifying genetic factors may act through gene 6
environment interactions, as suggested by the variable
susceptibility of AAT deficient individuals to the effects of
cigarette smoke. Overall, PI Z individuals who smoke develop
obstructive lung disease at an earlier age than non-smoking
PI Z individuals.38–40 However, there is variability in the
development and age of onset of airflow obstruction
associated with cigarette smoking, with some former and
current PI Z smokers having normal lung function.41 Several
studies have focused on non-smokers to assess whether
factors other than cigarette smoking contributed to the
development of chronic respiratory symptoms and lung
disease in PI Z individuals. Black and Kueppers observed
significant variability in pulmonary symptoms and pulmon-
ary function among non-smoking PI Z individuals.42 They
hypothesised that host factors were intrinsic to this varia-
bility. Piitulainen et al have also observed significant

variability among PI Z non-smokers, with reduced spiro-
metric values correlated with wheezing, occupational expo-
sures, and male sex.43

The intersection of technology and genetic investi-
gation has provided the opportunity to define new disease
phenotypes. With the more frequent use of chest CT scanning
in the assessment of emphysema, the understanding of the
anatomical distribution of emphysema (as well as preclinical
changes) will provide new intermediate phenotypes for
genetic epidemiological investigation of AAT deficiency.

FAMILIAL AGGREGATION
The first step in demonstrating that genetic factors influence
a complex trait is typically to show that the trait aggregates in
families. Information on familial aggregation of disease
characteristics in PI Z relatives is quite limited. In the St
Louis AAT study Silverman and colleagues investigated
quantitative phenotypes in 82 PI MZ first degree relatives
of PI Z participants considered as having significant airflow
obstruction (FEV1 (65% predicted) or without significant
airflow obstruction (FEV1 >65% predicted). A trend for lower
FEV1 values among PI MZ relatives of PI Z individuals with
significant airflow obstruction was found compared with
PI MZ relatives of PI Z subjects without significant airflow
obstruction (FEV1 93.1% v 101.1 % predicted).44 When only
the PI MZ parents were examined, despite similar smoking
histories, FEV1 also tended to be reduced in PI MZ parents of
PI Z individuals with significant airflow obstruction com-
pared with parents of PI Z individuals without significant
airflow obstruction (FEV1 75.3% v 95.0% predicted). These
results, together with segregation analysis on 44 AAT
deficient pedigrees,45 suggest the presence of other genetic
factors contributing to the development of airflow limitation
in AAT deficiency. However, compelling evidence for genetic
modifiers of lung disease in severe AAT deficiency based on
familial aggregation in PI Z siblings has not yet been
provided.

GENETIC MODIFIERS
Despite the lack of clear evidence for familial aggregation of
lung disease unrelated to AAT type in PI Z individuals,
several types of evidence do suggest that genetic modifiers of
AAT deficiency exist. As noted above, there is marked
variability in the development and severity of lung disease
in PI Z individuals. In order to identify genes that modify the
expression of major gene disorders like AAT deficiency, one
approach is to select candidate genes on the basis of known
pathophysiology of the disease and to investigate genetic
variants such as single base polymorphisms (SNPs) for
association with disease or intermediate phenotypes of
disease. Novoradovsky and colleagues investigated NOS3
polymorphisms as potential genetic factors relevant to
variable disease expression in PI Z individuals.46 In a case-
control study they evaluated six NOS3 polymorphisms for
association with airflow obstruction in 55 PI Z individuals
with FEV1 ,35% predicted, 122 PI Z individuals with FEV1

.35% predicted, and 93 control subjects. Two coding region
polymorphisms were associated with severe airflow obstruc-
tion in PI Z individuals. These polymorphisms, although not
obviously contributing to functional alterations in the NOS3
protein, may be located near other functional variants.
Further studies are needed to clarify the role of NOS3 as a
genetic modifier of lung disease in PI Z individuals.

In addition to studying candidate genes, positional cloning
represents a second approach to identifying genes that may
modify the development of pulmonary disease in PI Z
individuals. At present there are both European and North
American initiatives to identify modifier genes in AAT
deficiency through genome-wide linkage-based approaches

Box 1 Variable pulmonary characteristics in
severe AAT deficiency

N Age of onset of obstructive lung disease

N Variability of pulmonary function

– Spirometric measures of airflow obstruction
– Reduced transfer factor

N Asthma related phenotypes

– Bronchodilator responsiveness
– Airway hyperresponsiveness (e.g. methacholine,

histamine)
– Atopy

N Other pulmonary phenotypes

– Chronic bronchitis
– Bronchiectasis

N Radiographic findings (measured on chest CT scan)

– Basilar predominance versus diffuse emphysema
– Emphysema severity

N Disease related morbidity

– Exacerbation frequency
– Hospitalisation
– Exercise limitation

N Disease related mortality
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using PI ZZ siblings. Because large numbers of patients with
the PI ZZ genotype are necessary to have adequate power
with this approach, collaborative research efforts are impor-
tant to elucidating AAT as a complex human disease.

Although linkage studies have not yet been reported in
PI ZZ individuals, linkage studies have been performed for
spirometric phenotypes in severe early onset COPD pedigrees
(without AAT deficiency) and in families from the general
population.47–50 In the Boston Early Onset COPD study,
significant linkage on chromosome 2 was observed to FEV1/
FVC as a quantitative phenotype, and several regions of
suggestive linkage have also been shown to COPD related
phenotypes.48 51 The recent replication of the chromosome 2
linkage to FEV1/FVC in pedigrees from the general population
in Utah increases the likelihood that a genetic determinant of
airflow obstruction is located in that genomic region, which
could also influence the development of airflow obstruction
in PI Z individuals.50

HETEROZYGOUS GENOTYPES AND RISK FOR
DISEASE
PI MZ individuals have intermediate serum protein levels of
approximately 60% of PI MM individuals; PI MS individuals
have levels approximately 80% of PI MM individuals.
However, PI MZ and PI MS individuals may have AAT serum
protein levels that overlap with PI MM individuals. PI SZ
heterozygotes have serum AAT levels approximately 35% of
PI MM individuals. The risk of COPD in heterozygous
individuals has been the topic of longstanding controversy.
However, understanding the risk associated with these
heterozygous states is important from a public health
perspective, as recent reports suggest (from analysis of
databases from 58 countries) the potential existence of at
least 116 million carriers of deficiency alleles (PI MZ and
MS) and 3.4 million deficiency allele combinations (PI SZ, SS
and ZZ) worldwide.52

PI MZ and PI SZ individuals
Studies performed to date have both supported and refuted
an increased risk of COPD in PI MZ individuals, with case-
control studies typically finding some increased risk for
COPD in PI MZ subjects and population based surveys often
finding similar pulmonary function levels in PI MZ and PI M
subjects. One case-control study showed that, in 526 patients
with COPD, there was an odds ratio of 5 for COPD in PI MZ
patients compared with controls.53 In a population based
study of 9187 individuals Dahl and colleagues observed faster
rates of decline in FEV1 and increased rates of airflow
obstruction in PI MZ versus PI M individuals in the
Copenhagen Heart Study.54 In a study of 1551 PI MZ
individuals versus 14 484 general population controls (PI
type unknown), Seersholm et al observed that PI MZ
individuals listed on the Danish AAT Register had a higher
risk of a diagnosis of obstructive lung disease on discharge
from hospital, although this increased risk was predomi-
nantly amongst relatives of PI Z individuals.55 In the Lung
Health Study, Sandford and colleagues found a higher
proportion of PI MZ individuals among those with a rapid
decline in pulmonary function than in those with a slow
decline in pulmonary function; this association was stronger
in individuals with a family history of COPD.56 In addition to
supporting some increased risk for COPD among PI MZ
individuals, the studies of Seersholm and Dahl suggest the
presence of susceptibility factors that are present in families
due to shared genes and/or shared environments. However,
in a recent longitudinal study of 2016 adults in Tucson,
Arizona, the frequency of PI MZ did not differ in those with
or without physician diagnosed emphysema or chronic
bronchitis, nor was there a statistically significant difference

between PI types for changes in mean FEV1 slope over time.
It is therefore still uncertain whether all PI MZ individuals
are at a slightly increased risk for COPD or if a subset of
PI MZ individuals are at substantially increased risk due to
other genetic and/or environmental susceptibility factors.

The risk of obstructive lung disease in PI SZ individuals
has also been investigated. In an evaluation of 59 PI SZ
individuals from the NHLBI AAT Deficiency Registry, many
ascertained with a prior diagnosis of COPD, Turino and
colleagues found that, among lifelong non-smokers, PI SZ
individuals had lower rates of airflow obstruction than PI Z
individuals. Among the smokers (former and current), rates
of airflow obstruction were similar for PI SZ and PI Z
individuals, suggesting an increased risk for COPD among
PI SZ individuals who smoke.57 In the Danish AAT Deficiency
Register, 66 non-index PI SZ cases identified through family
studies had FEV1 values in the normal range (mean FEV1

94.7% predicted).58 An investigation of 25 PI SZ individuals
by Hutchinson and colleagues found a reduced FEV1 in 11 of
14 patients identified through a pulmonary clinic compared
with one of 11 individuals identified through family studies.59

With progress in understanding genetic modifiers in PI Z
individuals, the risk and variability in PI MZ and PI SZ
individuals may also be clarified by genetic epidemiological
methods.

CONCLUSION
Susceptibility to COPD probably requires the intersection of
appropriate environmental exposures and several (if not
many) genetic determinants. The variability in the develop-
ment of COPD among PI Z subjects is probably a function of
modifier gene influences as well as gene 6 gene and gene 6
environment interactions. Positional cloning and candidate
gene approaches performed in large cohorts of carefully
phenotyped PI Z individuals (as well as potentially in PI MZ
individuals) will provide new directions in AAT deficiency
research; hopefully, this research will elucidate the mechan-
isms for the variable expression of lung disease in patients
with severe AAT deficiency. In addition, new insights into
COPD from modifier gene studies in AAT deficiency may also
lead to improved understanding of disease susceptibility in
patients with non-AAT deficiency related COPD.
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